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Mutable and Immutable Types in Python

Introduction

In the Python programming language, objects are classified into two categories:

mutable and immutable. The distinction between these two types is important for developing

Python code that is both efficient and free of bugs. This article will clarify the concepts of

mutable and immutable types, outline their characteristics, and provide illustrative examples

of code.

● Mutable Types

Mutable types refer to objects that can be altered after their creation. This implies that

their values can be modified, added, or removed without requiring the creation of a new

object. In Python, common examples of mutable types include lists, dictionaries, and sets.

Example:

Output:

Explanation:
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In the example above, the list of fruits is mutable, and we can modify its contents

using methods like append() and remove(). The list's state changes, but it remains the same

object.

● Immutable Types

In contrast, immutable types are objects whose states cannot be modified once they

are created. Any operation that appears to modify an immutable object actually creates a new

object with the modified value. Common examples of immutable types in Python include

strings, numbers (integers, floats), and tuples.

Example:

Output:

Explanation:

In the example above, the string message is immutable. When we call the replace()

method, a new string object, new_message, is created with the modified value. The original

string message remains unchanged.

Benefits of Immutable Types:

Immutable types offer numerous advantages in terms of code simplicity,

predictability, and performance. Here are some key benefits:

a. In multi-threaded environments, using immutable objects is safer since they cannot

be modified concurrently, thereby preventing potential race conditions.
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b. Immutable objects can serve as keys in dictionaries and elements in sets because

their values remain constant.

c. Immutable objects facilitate optimization techniques like caching and memoization,

as their values can be stored and retrieved without concerns about changes.

Conclusion:

Comprehending the disparity between mutable and immutable types in Python is

essential for proficient programming. Mutable types enable in-place modifications, whereas

immutable types ensure data integrity and simplify program design. By leveraging the

characteristics of each type, you can develop more robust, efficient, and bug-free Python

code.

Note: It's important to recognize that certain operations, such as assigning a new

value to a variable, don't necessarily alter the mutability or immutability of an object. The

object's type determines its mutability, not the variable that references it.
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Sources

1. Python Official Documentation: The Python documentation provides detailed

information about Python's data model and the distinction between mutable and

immutable types. You can find relevant information in the "Data Model" section of

the Python documentation. The official Python documentation is accessible at:

https://docs.python.org/

2. Real Python: Real Python is a popular online resource for Python developers, offering

a wide range of tutorials and articles. They have an article specifically dedicated to

understanding mutability and immutability in Python, which covers the topic in-depth.

You can find it at: https://realpython.com/lessons/mutable-vs-immutable-objects/

3. GeeksforGeeks: GeeksforGeeks is a well-known platform for computer science

resources, including Python tutorials and articles. They have an article that explains

mutable and immutable objects in Python, along with examples and code snippets.

You can access it here:

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/mutable-vs-immutable-objects-in-python/
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